
Ambrose Orianiha'a

From: Ambrose Orianiha'a

Sent: Thursday, April 21, 2016 5:17 PM

To: Michael Marsik; Steve Kostelnik

Cc: Fredrick Austin Anii

Subject: Fwd:  Usaia Masibalavu (WU American Samoa)

All,

Please see WU details for Mr. Usaia.

Thanks,
ao

 

W/U details:       MTCN:

                                sender Leslie Tavalo

                                amount: USD300.00

 

(b)(4)
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timoci tavusa


From: timoci tavusa


Sent: Wednesday, June 1, 2016 6:23 PM


To: Ambrose Orianiha'a


Cc: Michael Marsik; Steve Kostelnik; GEORGE MADDEN; Noan Pakop; Wez Norris;


Kaburoro Ruaia; John D Kelly; Alitia Bainivalu; Netani Tavaga


Subject: Re: Observer Mr. Usaia Masibalavu Action Items


Thanks AO, so just wait for Michael.


Regards.


On Thu, Jun 2, 2016 at 4:08 PM, Ambrose Orianiha'a <ambrose.orianihaa@ffa.int> wrote:


Hi Timoci.


Sorry, I did not get any information today.


We are all waiting for latest updates from Pago.


Hi Michael /Steve.


The latest I know was that the autopsy was to be arranged this week, where are we now with that.


Kind Regards,


Ambrose


On Thu, Jun 2, 2016 at 2:58 PM, timoci tavusa  wrote:


Hi Michael,


Hope things going well from your end.


Well almost to the second week now and very much appreciate if you could give a brief on the latest


update regarding Usaia Masibalavu case. At the moment there been concerned about the the reality of


the case regarding the investigation/health and please could you followup and advise us.


Ambrose, just need your advise too.


Thanks,


Timoci Tavusa


On Mon, May 30, 2016 at 5:04 PM, timoci tavusa <timocitavusa@gmail.com> wrote:


Bula Michael,


(b)(6)
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On Mon, May 30, 2016 at 5:04 PM, timoci tavusa  wrote:


Bula Michael,


Well at this point we still waiting for all the processes regarding Usaia Masibalavu case to be finalised.


Just note, this will be a big traditional occasion in our customs and preparation by the ministry and the


family is already on the way. Funding is priority and request if you could send the health death


certificate to support our request from funding agencies.


In light of this, request for assistance and support for this urgent request.


vinaka,


Timoci Tavusa


.


On Sat, May 28, 2016 at 1:12 PM, Michael Marsik - NOAA Federal <michael.marsik@noaa.gov> wrote:


Hello all


Timoci, thank you for your help obtaining this medical information.


The vessel is trying to obtain some medical record as well. It may be helpful to get this information to


them. The owner is Stuart Chikami who Kab has been corresponding with.


This is not my information to distribute. The vessel has asked me for this, but it is up to you to release


it.


Thank you


Michael Marsik


American Samoa Observer Program


Office 684.633.3971 - Mobile 684.256.9339


www.fpir.noaa.gov/OBS/obs_american_samoa.html


On Wed, May 25, 2016 at 4:20 PM, timoci tavusa  wrote:


Bula Micheal,


Attached herewith the latest medical report for Usaia Masibalavu.


Also would like to apologize  for the slow process we have faced to receive this document.


Looking forward for further updates.
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Thanks,


Timoci Tavusa


On Thu, May 26, 2016 at 9:20 AM, Michael Marsik - NOAA Federal <michael.marsik@noaa.gov>


wrote:


Hello all


We (myself, USCG, DPS) have not yet received any medical history/records.

I met today with the hospital & was able to get some general charges for Usaia. The complete bill


will only be released via power of attorney.


Morgue- $70 first week, $20 per day thereafter


Embalming- $300


Emergency Room fees- $120


Repatriation fees- $128


EMS charge- TBD


Autopsy- TBD


I met with DPS, who are pursuing an autopsy. This is going to take days. They will update me with


any developments. The detective I spoke with, Ani, said that the request was submitted yesterday to


the Attorney General. He will update me with any developments. He added, "If we could have gotten


the medical records and history, there may not be a need for an autopsy."


Thanks


Michael Marsik


American Samoa Observer Program


Office 684.633.3971 - Mobile 684.256.9339


www.fpir.noaa.gov/OBS/obs_american_samoa.html


On Tue, May 24, 2016 at 2:29 PM, Michael Marsik - NOAA Federal <michael.marsik@noaa.gov>


wrote:


Good afternoon


Sorry to have to be persistent, but I have not had anyone return any medical records to me to aid


in the processing of Usaia's case.


Please help.


Michael Marsik


American Samoa Observer Program


Office 684.633.3971 - Mobile 684.256.9339


www.fpir.noaa.gov/OBS/obs_american_samoa.html


On Mon, May 23, 2016 at 7:01 PM, Michael Marsik - NOAA Federal <michael.marsik@noaa.gov>


wrote:


Hello all
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On Mon, May 23, 2016 at 7:01 PM, Michael Marsik - NOAA Federal <michael.marsik@noaa.gov>


wrote:


Hello all


I met with Captain Supapo today who told me that right now, they were still waiting for a copy of


Usaia's medical records.


I need to stress, it is IMPORTANT to the timely processing of his matters that Usaia's medical


records get here.


The records seem to be the thing stalling the investigation and the release.


Thanks in advance


Michael Marsik


American Samoa Observer Program


Office 684.633.3971 - Mobile 684.256.9339


www.fpir.noaa.gov/OBS/obs_american_samoa.html


On Sat, May 21, 2016 at 11:06 AM, Michael Marsik - NOAA Federal <michael.marsik@noaa.gov>


wrote:


Hello all


Today the WESTERN PACIFIC was met at the dock by AS Observer Program, NOAA Office of Law


Enforcement, the vessel agent, US Coast Guard, Port Administration, Department of Health,


Emergency Medical Services (EMS), & Department of Public Safety (DPS).


A local Catholic priest was called to say words for Usaia, blessing him (and the crew who very


sadly watched over him as he transitioned). EMS took him to the LBJ Tropical Medical Center


(LBJTMC).


It being a weekend, it was a little difficult to find LBJTMC people to answer questions. I was able


to speak with someone in pathology. I was told that DPS is now in charge, and once they release


Usaia, logistics can really begin.


To complete the DPS report, I was asked for:


A copy of Usaia's latest medical records


A copy of FFA observer's general duties & training


A copy of the placement record (I have already given them this)


Upon completion of the release, pathology begins embalming, the Department of Public Health


(DPH) goes forward with the Death Certificate and then the permits necessary for his travel


home. Once permits for travel are obtained, the airline(s) can be contacted for scheduling. In


order for him to travel, I was told he needs to rest in a sealed casket.


If we can be forwarded the two underlined action items above, we will be on our way to finally


sending him home.


Thank you everyone for your help and support. Let's get him back home to his loved ones ASAP.
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Michael Marsik


American Samoa Observer Program


Office 684.633.3971 - Mobile 684.256.9339


www.fpir.noaa.gov/OBS/obs_american_samoa.html
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Stephen Kostelnik

From: Stephen Kostelnik

Sent: Thursday, June 9, 2016 3:21 PM

To: Michael Marsik

Subject: questions

Hi Marsik,

Hope all is going well with your trip, sorry to bother you. A couple 
questions:

Do you know where Usaia Masibalavu's passport is? Jeff believes he gave 
it to you.

Do you need the Ford taken in for some repairs? I remember you 
mentioning some wheel bearings.

Let me know please.

take care,
Steve
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Discussions on changing safety training practices initiated discussions on a training


review. Each successive event expanded need and scope.
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SET THE STAGE : Lack of information leads to need.


Deployments include shoreside duties and NMFS related activities. Foreign vessels and


observers are listed under treaties (WCPFC, IATTC, etc.) that the US is a signatory to


and that NMFS supports through placement or trainings  Initial inquiries show that


data on fatalities and injuries is not maintained by some treaty organizations, and


injury data is not maintained by some NMFS observer programs. NOAA has no data


older than 2010, and no Observer specific data prior to 2015.
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1. Highlights the continuing need to monitor changing conditions…”can’t mitigate


risks we aren’t aware of”


2. Evaluate guidance and adherence
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Introduce: PARADIGM SHIFT of “Safety Program” concept


After recent safety incidents the original proposal to review observer safety training


programs was expanded to review all program safety items that impact observer


safety.  Generating specific tasks for the statement of work  will depend upon  the list


of items that each regional program needs/wants reviewed.
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Once all item list feedback was completed, the tasks were expanded to make the SOW


as detailed as possible.  Tasks influenced deliverables, KSAs, and pay  rate. NOPATSAC


has already finalized feedback on item list. NOP managers finalized feedback on


5/25/16. Feedback from regional programs also determined time frames for review of


each region.
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Current progress puts the SOW at completion in June. With the IGCE and 2 COR signed


forms ready to accompany the SOW, it could all go out to RFP in June and be awarded


in mid-late Sep (Patty Zeilinski).
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A team of 4 analysts, including a project leader, will review 8 programs over 6 months.


3 mos/program per person. Reviews will be concurrent based on coordination with


regional programs.  Project leader will present to NMFS and coordinate twixt team and


NMFS.


8






All estimates were made using the highest dollar amounts and longest periods of times


necessary to complete tasks. Only the lodging does not include taxes in the estimates.


Review is frontloaded with length depending upon regional schedules. (this would


depend on the schedules of each regional training)
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Liz Mitchell

From: Liz Mitchell

Sent: Thursday, October 20, 2016 9:15 PM

To: Stephen Kostelnik

Cc: John D. Kelly

Subject: Re: Usaia Masibalavu

Dear Steve,

Thank you for that. Can you please tell me the name and contact number/e-mail for those at the local 
police, NOAA OLE and USCG who might be able to provide more information? 

Take care,

Liz

On Oct 20, 2016, at 7:41 PM, Stephen Kostelnik <steve.kostelnik@noaa.gov> wrote:

Talofa Liz,

Michael and myself were both dockside when the vessel returned to port with the deceased 
observer Usaia Masibalavu. Local Police, NOAA OLE and USCG were all present to investigate 
the incident. They would be the ones to contact about the details. There was an autopsy done at 
LBJ Hospital by Dr. Amor Gonzales 684-633-1222 X 628. We handled the organization and 
shipment of Usaia's body back to Fiji with help of the owner of the vessel he passed away on. A
small service was held for Mr. Masibalavu with the Fijian community here which I attended and 
spoke at. I hope this is helpful.

good day, soifua,

Steve

On 10/20/2016 4:58 AM, Liz Mitchell wrote:

Hi Stephen and Michael,

I’m from the Association for Professional Observers. I’ve known Joe and John for 
many years, so wanted to introduce myself to you both. APO advocates for 
observer safety, among other things. 

I have received news of the death of a Fijian observer, Usaia Masibalavu, who died 
while working as an observer on the US purse seine vessel. I received the death
certificate which indicates bleeding of the lungs as the cause of death. However, 
various Fijian and NOAA officials are reporting that he died of a heart attack. I have 
talked with three different US physicians who all agree that this death certificate 
does not imply a heart attack as the cause of death. It says that the cause of death 
was bleeding of the lungs (diffuse alveolar hemorrhage and pulmonary edema). 
One physician stated that a heart attack would not cause this condition. Can any of 
you possibly explain this discrepancy in the cause of death? 

Also, I heard that he was found at the bottom of some stairs three days after his 
death. This is suspicious to me. I would think if an observer didn’t show up at their
station, an onboard investigation would ensue immediately I was wondering if it is 
possible for me to see the autopsy report. Were any forensic toxicology studies 
done?

Yet another version of his death emerges: Usaia reported in his standard data 
report on Wednesday, May 18, that he sustained a knee injury.  On Friday, May 20, 
the captain called in (to who?) to report that Usaia had complained that day of 
dizziness and blurry vision and that they were going in. But then the next day he 
died before they reached the dock. 

I have several questions:

1. What sort of autopsy was performed? 
2. Did they do the necessary toxicology screenings?
3. Did the captain administer medication to Usaia for his knee or other injury?
4. Did the autopsy indicate a knee injury and confirm time of injury?
5. Was there a heart attack?
6. Is there an investigation into the cause of death?
7. What information has been provided to his wife?

Thanks very much for any information you can provide. 

Elizabeth Mitchell
Association for Professional Observers
PO Box 933
Eugene, Oregon 97440
Tel: 541-344-5503
Tel: 541-515-3716
E-mail: emitch@efn.org
APO E-mail: apo@apo-observers.org
Web: www.apo-observers.org  

mailto:steve.kostelnik@noaa.gov
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Teresa Turk

From: Teresa Turk

Sent: Monday, April 17, 2017 6:34 AM

To: Steve Kostelnik - NOAA Federal; Michael Marsik - NOAA Federal

Subject: USCG and DPS report

Hi Steve and Michael,
Good morning and I hope you had a wonderful Easter holiday! I know I did with lots of friends and family.
My apologies in advance for my weekly email requesting any updates on obtaining the USCG and DPS files
on Usaia. I'm a bit concerned that these reports will not be available before our review is finalized.

Thanks for all that you are doing and let me know if there is anything I can do to facilitate their release.

Cheers,
Teresa 

Sent from Outlook

http://aka.ms/weboutlook


Teresa Turk

From: Teresa Turk

Sent: Sunday, June 25, 2017 9:14 AM

To: Steve Kostelnik - NOAA Federal

Subject: After Action Report

HI Steve,
As you might know, the OSPR team is getting pretty close to completing the next draft to submit to the NOP.
There have been a few emails from the NOP that are asking that details on Usaia's incident not be included.
I don't really understand why but this is the tone. Given that, I don't plan on including your after action
report. If you feel strongly that it should be included, please let me know.

Thanks for drafting the information-it might come in handy in the future if anyone asks for additional
details. Thanks again for all the great work you and your team members do in AS,
Teresa 

Sent from Outlook

http://aka.ms/weboutlook


Itinerary:   USAIA MASIBALAVU 

 

Airline Flight no. Date Departure - Destination Times Extra info. 

Fiji Airways FJ10 
Saturday 

12th April 
Suva - Fiji 10:00 - 10:30 

 

Operated By Pacific Sun  

Fiji Airways FJ24 
Saturday 

12th April 
Suva - Fiji 19:00 - 19:30 

 

waitlisted 

Fiji Airways FJ253 
Sunday 

13th April 
Fiji - Western Samoa 01:45 - 04:35 
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From: Jane DiCosimo - NOAA Federal <jane.dicosimo@noaa.gov>


Sent: Monday, October 17, 2016 5:40 PM


To: Stephen Kostelnik


Cc: Richard Kupfer - NOAA Federal; Michael Marsik


Subject: Re: Usaia Masibalavu


Thank you.


Jane DiCosimo


Chief, Fishery Branch & National Observer Program Coordinator


Assessment and Monitoring Division


Office of Science & Technology


National Marine Fisheries Service

1315 East West Highway


Silver Spring MD 20910


301 427-8109


On Mon, Oct 17, 2016 at 2:18 PM, Stephen Kostelnik <steve.kostelnik@noaa.gov> wrote:


Talofa Jane,


I handled the organization and shipment of Usaia's body back to Fiji with help of the owner of the vessel he


passed away on. There was an autopsy done. At the time the hospital records staff said it would not be ready


for a month. The autopsy was done by Dr. Amor Gonzales 684-633-1222 X 628. I hope this is helpful.


good day,


Steve


On 10/16/2016 2:46 PM, Richard Kupfer - NOAA Federal wrote:


She would need to speak to he local authorities in the America Samoa Government who


handled the body and the autopsy, or the Forum Fisheries Agency who managed the program he


worked for. I've CCd the two NMFS staff in AS who can put you in touch with the right


people.


Cheers,


Rich


On Sat, Oct 15, 2016 at 7:58 AM, Jane DiCosimo - NOAA Federal <jane.dicosimo@noaa.gov>


wrote:


Hi Rich


To whom at the USCG or OLE I can direct Liz Mitchell? Thanks
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Jane DiCosimo


Chief, Fishery Branch & National Observer Program Coordinator


Assessment and Monitoring Division


Office of Science & Technology


National Marine Fisheries Service

1315 East West Highway


Silver Spring MD 20910


301 427-8109


On Sat, Oct 15, 2016 at 4:29 AM, Liz Mitchell <emitch@efn.org> wrote:


Hi Jane,


I’m not sure if you’re the right person to ask this but I saw your OAC presentation for the


observer program safety review and Usaia Masibalavu was mentioned, so I thought I’d start


with you. I was wondering if NMFS has seen the autopsy report for Usaia Masibalavu. I heard


from all Fijian sources I spoke with that Usaia died of a heart attack. However, this death


certificate states bleeding of the lungs as the cause of death and that this was a rather sudden


onset. There’s many things that can cause sudden onset of Diffuse Alveolar Hemorrhage, so I


was wondering if you had any more detail on his postmortem. Do you know if there was a


toxicology report?


Thank you.


Liz


Liz


--

Richard Kupfer

NMFS/ PIRO Observer Program

1845 Wasp Blvd. Bldg. 176

Honolulu, HI 96818

ph. 808-725-5105

cell-808-352-5124




Stephen Kostelnik


From: Stephen Kostelnik


Sent: Saturday, May 21, 2016 11:23 AM


To: Thomsen, Vernon F; Anderson, Bryan MSSD2


Cc: Michael Marsik; John D Kelly; Raymond Clarke - NOAA Federal


Subject: Fwd: Fwd: Observer Weekly


Hello Gentlemen ,


See below the weekly report from Usaia Masibalavu. We will also get the VMS snapshot for you. Let us


know what else we can do to help out.


thanks,


Steve


-------- Forwarded Message --------

Subject:Fwd: Observer Weekly


Date:Thu, 19 May 2016 11:04:02 +1300


From:Lyndsay Mund 


To:Steve Kostelnik <Steve.Kostelnik@noaa.gov>, Michael Marsik - NOAA Federal


<michael.marsik@noaa.gov>


CC:Taulauniu Hunki 


Good Morning Steve/Michael,


See forwarded OBSERVER WEEKLY REPORT from observer on Western Pacific.


FYI


Kind regards


Lyndsay MUNDRI I FISHERIES OFFICER I MSC Certified Observer I


PIRFO Certified De-briefer I CIFFO


Fagatogo Square Building I Room # 206


P. O. Box 998431 I PAGOPAGO I


American Samoa I Zip Code: 96799


Email addres 


Office phone: +1 (684) 633 7183 BH


Cellphone: +1 (684) 252 9193 AH


Skype: lyndsay.mundri2


(b) (6)
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Office phone: +1 (684) 633 7183 BH


Cellphone: +1 (684) 252 9193 AH


Skype: lyndsay.mundri2


---------- Forwarded message ----------

From: Master WesternPacificFB 


Date: Thu, May 19, 2016 at 11:00 AM


Subject: Observer Weekly


To: Ambrose Orianihaa <ambrose.orianihaa@ffa.int "


, "(Fiji) Apensia Sauturaga 


Usaia Masibalavu


Fiji





Western Pacific


1/2 full


vms is on





Observer had a twisted knee injury,have ice on knee to reduce swelling.


No problems


End


Virus-free. www.avast.com
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From: Michael Marsik - NOAA Federal <michael.marsik@noaa.gov>


Sent: Thursday, October 20, 2016 8:47 AM


To: Liz Mitchell


Cc: Stephen Kostelnik; John Kelly - NOAA Federal; Stuart Arceneaux - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Usuai Masibalavu


Good Morning Elizabeth


Fair enough


You have been pointed in the right direction by Steve.


I do not wish to discuss the factors surrounding Mr Masibalavu's passing with you.


If you need anything, please contact my direct supervisor, Mr John Kelly.


Thank you & have a nice day


Michael Marsik


American Samoa Observer Program


Office 684.633.3971 - Mobile 684.256.9339


www.fpir.noaa.gov/OBS/obs_american_samoa.html


On Thu, Oct 20, 2016 at 6:51 AM, Liz Mitchell <emitch@efn.org> wrote:


Good morning Michael and all,


I am sorry to say this but I try hard to not reveal my sources because information is sometimes really difficult


to come by. But that being said, how would knowing that information help? Heart attack has been the only


story I heard from officials. What I understand is that Fijian officials are not being cooperative with US


officials in releasing the necessary documentation, so it could be that the people I spoke with at NOAA are


accepting the version from Fijian officials. I think what will reveal more about the situation is seeing the


autopsy, any toxicology reports conducted, phone logs from the captain regarding Usaia, data reports from


Usaia, especially if he reported a knee injury, as well as a demand for knowing the medication, if any, that was


administered by vessel personnel to Usaia (for pain? for the knee injury?). A toxicology study would also


reveal what sort of medication he was taking. As I understand, being a US-flagged vessel, the US has


jurisdiction over this case, not Fiji, despite the observer being Fijian. I’m trying to get to the bottom of this,


like you. I’m sorry - I don’t mean to be unhelpful or combative. Do any of you have access to those report and


may I see them?


Thanks,


Liz Mitchell


On Oct 20, 2016, at 9:38 AM, Michael Marsik - NOAA Federal <michael.marsik@noaa.gov>


wrote:


http://www.fpir.noaa.gov/OBS/obs_american_samoa.html
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Good Morning Elizabeth


On the heart attack question:


Could you please let us know which various NOAA officials were aware of a heart attack with


Mr Masibalavu? That would help us as well. We would like to pool together all of the persons


with knowledge of this, to provide a clearer understanding of the incident.


Thank you


Michael Marsik


American Samoa Observer Program


Office 684.633.3971 - Mobile 684.256.9339


www.fpir.noaa.gov/OBS/obs_american_samoa.html


On Thu, Oct 20, 2016 at 4:58 AM, Liz Mitchell <emitch@efn.org> wrote:


Hi Stephen and Michael,


I’m from the Association for Professional Observers. I’ve known Joe and John for many years,


so wanted to introduce myself to you both. APO advocates for observer safety, among other


things.


I have received news of the death of a Fijian observer, Usaia Masibalavu, who died while


working as an observer on the US purse seine vessel. I received the death certificate which


indicates bleeding of the lungs as the cause of death. However, various Fijian and NOAA


officials are reporting that he died of a heart attack. I have talked with three different US


physicians who all agree that this death certificate does not imply a heart attack as the cause of


death. It says that the cause of death was bleeding of the lungs (diffuse alveolar hemorrhage


and pulmonary edema). One physician stated that a heart attack would not cause this condition.


Can any of you possibly explain this discrepancy in the cause of death?


Also, I heard that he was found at the bottom of some stairs three days after his death. This is


suspicious to me. I would think if an observer didn’t show up at their station, an onboard


investigation would ensue immediately I was wondering if it is possible for me to see the


autopsy report. Were any forensic toxicology studies done?


Yet another version of his death emerges: Usaia reported in his standard data report on


Wednesday, May 18, that he sustained a knee injury. On Friday, May 20, the captain called in


(to who?) to report that Usaia had complained that day of dizziness and blurry vision and that


they were going in. But then the next day he died before they reached the dock.


I have several questions:


1. What sort of autopsy was performed?


2. Did they do the necessary toxicology screenings?


3. Did the captain administer medication to Usaia for his knee or other injury?


4. Did the autopsy indicate a knee injury and confirm time of injury?


http://www.fpir.noaa.gov/OBS/obs_american_samoa.html
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5. Was there a heart attack?


6. Is there an investigation into the cause of death?


7. What information has been provided to his wife?


Thanks very much for any information you can provide.


Elizabeth Mitchell


Association for Professional Observers


PO Box 933


Eugene, Oregon 97440


Tel: 541-344-5503


Tel: 541-515-3716


E-mail: emitch@efn.org


APO E-mail: apo@apo-observers.org


Web: www.apo-observers.org


http://www.apo-observers.org


After Action Report- Usaia Masibalavu

1. Length of Employment/ Experience / Past Problems

Fiji Ministry of Fisheries (Marine Observer) 2010-2016

Senior Observer – I had worked with Usaia in Pago Pago as far back as 2010

No known problems in AS

Was Usaia deployed on the Western Pacific before? If so, could you add the dates and a copy of


the placement meeting if there was one conducted? 

If you have access to the trip report, that might be helpful

 

2. Observer Placement date – vessel name

09April2016 Placement on Western Pacific

Vessel departed 4/23/2016

Do you know what or where Usaia was during the time the placement meeting was conducted


on 4/9/16 and the departure date of 4/23/16? I would also add the departure port in the


document.  Is there a requirement for the observer to stay in touch with you all while he is


waiting on the vessel to depart? Was there a reason that it took 14 days between the time of


placement and the time the vessel left? 

Communication – dates / time, with whom, what was discussed

May19,2016 11:04 am: Observer Weekly Report was forwarded to us i – Debriefer


(Cook Islands Fisheries Field Office) in American Samoa - Usaia Masibalavu, Fi , Western Pacific,


1/2 full, vms is o ,  Observer had a twisted knee injury,have ice on knee to reduce


swelling, No problems, End

May19,2016 before 12:56 am s from the Western Pacific called and said Usaia had hurt


his knee and the veesel is coming in to port so he can go to the hospital. He also informed me that they


were seeking a USCG medical waiver on the required 96 hour entry notice because they were much


closer to American Samoa than that and they were seeking medical care for Usaia Masibalavu.

May19,2016 in the afternoon s from the Western Pacific called with an update saying


that Usaia was complaining of problems with his vision. We planned to meet the vessel at the docks to


take Usaia to the hospital.

May20,2016 around 13:0 s from the Western Pacific called and informed Steve Kostelnik


that Usaia Masibalavu had passed away en route to Pago Pago, American Samoa to seek medical


attention. Steve Kostelnik immediately informed Michael Marsik.

(b) (6)

(b) (6)

(b) (6)

(b) (6)
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May20,2016 13:04: Michael Marsik sent out an e mail to FFA – Ambrose Orianiha’a & Fredrick Ani’I


NOAA PIRO - John Kelly informing them of Usaia Masibalavu’s death. A phone call was made to NOAA


PIRO Observer Program Manager- John Kelly

We continued communication with the WESTERN PACIFIC agen s, who was in


(flight/airport) transit to Pago Pago from San Diego, California and in regular communication with the


vessel. We never communicated with the Captain until the vessel arrived.

No Emergency Action Plan was in place. FFA has since created an EAP which we will review and modify


FFA Observers working out of Pago Pago. 

American Samoa Attorney General’s office was contacted to see if there were any  legal considerations.


The AG said he knew of none.

USCG stopped in the office to inform ASOP that they will be investigating the matter.

American Samoa Observer Program called the hospital (LBJ) to see about transporting Usaia. They said


that Emergency Medical Services (EMS) ambulance could not be deployed to do so until the Department


of Public Safety (DPS) dispatched them to the scene, but said that they would be prepared & standing


by.

Called DPS and alerted them of the situation. They are to meet us dockside and dispatch EMS


ambulance.

Michael Marsik spoke with the agent upon his arrival on the flight that night to assure him we would be


present.

May21,2016 07:00 Vessel Arrived in Pago Pago

WESTERN PACIFIC was met at the dock by AS Observer Program, NOAA Office of Law Enforcement, the


vessel agent, US Coast Guard, Port Administration, Department of Health, Emergency Medical Services


(EMS), & Department of Public Safety (DPS).

Enforcement officers were the first to board the vessel. 

A local Catholic priest was called to say words for Usaia, blessing him (and the crew who very sadly


watched over him as he transitioned). EMS took him to the LBJ Tropical Medical Center (LBJTMC).

Michael Marsik went to  LBJTMC  to get information about transporting Usaia Masibalavu’s body back


home to Fiji and sent out the following:

It being a weekend, it was a little difficult to find LBJTMC people to answer questions. I was able to


speak with someone in pathology. I was told that DPS is now in charge, and once they release Usaia,


logistics can really begin.

To complete the DPS report, I was asked for:

 A copy of Usaia's latest medical records

 A copy of FFA observer's general duties & training

Deleted: any


Deleted: LBJ Hospital


Deleted: m


(b) (6)



 A copy of the placement record (I have already given them this)

Upon completion of the release, pathology begins embalming, the Department of Public Health (DPH)

goes forward with the Death Certificate and then the permits necessary for his travel home. Once


permits for travel are obtained, the airline(s) can be contacted for scheduling. In order for him to travel,


I was told he needs to rest in a sealed casket.

If we can be forwarded the two underlined action items above, we will be on our way to finally sending


him home.

Thank you everyone for your help and support. Let's get him back home to his loved ones ASAP.

May21,2016 13:03 - USCG sent out the following e mail

Good Afternoon SCC Honolulu,

U.S. Coast Guard Marine Safety Detachment personnel, CWO Bryan Anderson and GS-12 Frank


Thomsen, conducted a marine casualty investigation for the deceased NOAA observer on the


commercial fishing vessel WESTERN PACIFIC today alongside NOAA law enforcement officer Edwin Seui


and American Samoa police investigators. The preliminary investigation revealed that the death may


have been caused by a pre-existing medical condition but we will wait for the final results from the


American Samoa coroner's autopsy report before making a final determination. The American Samoa


medical examiner and investigators conducted an on-site review of the deceased individual and did not


observe any indications of foul play. The investigation is ongoing and we will update you with more


information as we receive it.

V/r

MSSD2 Bryan Anderson

U.S. Coast Guard

MSD American Samoa

P.O. Box 249

Pago Pago, AS 96799

Ce

 

I would add information on when the body was shipped back to Fiji on which dates , how it was done,


and who paid for this.  All of this information is important to understanding the great work that you all


did as well as the vessel in a tragic situation. 
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netani tavaga


From: netani tavaga


Sent: Wednesday, January 26, 2011 9:45 AM


To: Ambrose Orianihaa; Gordon Yamasaki; Anare Raiwalui; Apenisa Sauturaga


Subject: FW: Tag seeding Fiji ROP / biological sampling


From 


To: carolines@spc.int


Subject: RE: Tag seeding Fiji ROP / biological sampling


Date: Thu, 27 Jan 2011 08:42:14 +1300


Dear Caroline,


Thank you for the positive reply.


Ill as  as to why he only did one double tag and not 5, and get back to you.


i is going to be placed in General Santos, so if you need him to start tagging, i could contact the observer


coordinator in the Philippine .


 might be able to suppl l with the tagging kits.


However, as it stands, ill await your supply of tagging kits and issue it to the observers who are more competent.


I will aim to have all 10 Fiji ROP Observers part take in the tagging program as soon as possible, provided, they show a


high level of competence.


As for biological sampling, with respect to the Fiji ROP Observers, i could also issue the necessary kits to the competant


observers and have them carry it out in Pagopago.


Ultimately, i will have to rely on Gordon and your analysis of the observer tagging data and proficiency, apart from mine, in


judging observer competence.


As you have recommended, ill definitely make sure tha  part takes in the tagging program, as per your


recommendation.


Thank you again for the favourable reply and i look forward to working with you on both the tagging and biological


samplings.


Sincerely,


Netani Tavaga.


Subject: Tag seeding Fiji ROP / biological sampling


Date: Wed, 26 Jan 2011 14:33:33 +1100


From: CarolineS@spc.int


To ; ambrose.orianihaa@ffa.int 


CC t


Dear Netani


Thank you very much for your enquiry


Observers can deploy tag seeding kits if they already do a good observerwork

Tag seeding is not an easy task to do and we need entire collaboration from the observers. Thus observers need to

show dedication to theirwork first.

(b) (6)
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Observers can deploy tag seeding kits if they already do a good observer work


Tag seeding is not an easy task to do and we need entire collaboration from the observers. Thus observers need to


show dedication to their work first.


After debriefing observer you consider that the observer has enough experience and he is ready to deploy tag seeding


you can provide him a kit.


I don’t think you have tag seeding kit available in Fiji Office I can send few kits that you can distribute to ROP obs.


Observers that are placed in Pago can deal with Gordon directly, other observers when they ready you can provide


them with a kit if they get onboard purse seiners


Fo i if they are placed on purse seiners you


can provide them a kit


I checked s tag seeding log shee . Fo , could you ask hi g


. Maybe he had some issue he should put information in the comment section.


In attached you can find a manual for tag seeding, it give advises to the observer on how to do tag seeding. I will provide


very soon a manual for observer debriefers and coordinators.


Shortly ( I wait for replacement of stock) I will send you 10 seeding kits and manual so you can distribute them to the


observers before their placement. Also when you provide the kit to the observer only give1 kit to the observer and keep the


rest in the office. Everytime you provide a kit you need to inform me by giving me details : kit number / obs name/


boarding date/ Obs trip id/ vessel name.


Regarding paiement for Observe i stomach samples and for the tag seeding fro  I am in discussion with


our administration to set something with SPC Suva so paiement can be done easier. I will let you informed as soon I have


update.


Also I have ask Timoci if it would be possible to check up wit r to have an update to know if they still do sampling


as I didn’t get any feedback from them yet. If you could get in contact with them it would be fantastic. I will send them an


email copied to you.


Thank you again Netani for your enquire and concern in supporting our tagging project if you are also able to help with


biological sampling it would be fantastic


Regards,


Caroline SANCHEZ


Fisheries Technician Tuna Tagging


SPC/OFP/TEB, BP D5, 98848 Noumea Cedex,NEW CALEDONIA


Tel: +687 26 20 00 / Direct line: +687 24 22 27 , Fax: +687 26 38 18


E-mail: carolines@spc.int


web: www.spc.int/tagging


From: netani tavaga [mail ]


Sent: mardi 25 janvier 2011 13:04


To: Caroline Sanchez; Anare Raiwalui; Ambrose Orianihaa; Apenisa Sauturaga


Subject: Fiji ROP


Dear Caroline,


In surpport of your Tagging Programs' Efforts, the Fiji ROP Observer Program would like to lend its observers to the


efforts, for the year 2011.


They will be able to do this in relation to their placement duties.


Two of the observers listed below (high-lighted) have already participated in the tagging program and all four will be on


(b) (6)

(b) (6)

(b) (6) (b) (6)
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their second leg pertaining to observer placements. They will  be able to participate on the tagging program as soon as


they are deployed.


 (Standby)


 (Just Returned)


 (Standby)


i (Placement in Manila)


The following Observers are on placement in Pagopago and will be able to assist in the tagging program once they are on


their second placement trip.


p)


ro)


p)


p)


)


)


I hope that this is acceptable to the Tagging Programs' Efforts and i look forward to a favourable reply.


Sincerely,


Netani.


(b) (6)
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From:                 Michael Marsik - NOAA Federal
                         <michael.marsik@noaa.gov>
To:                     Liz Mitchell <emitch@efn.org>
Cc:                     Stephen Kostelnik
                         <steve.kostelnik@noaa.gov>; John Kelly - NOAA Federal
                         <john.d.kelly@noaa.gov>; Stuart Arceneaux - NOAA Federal
                         <stuart.arceneaux@noaa.gov>

Subject:             Re: Usuai Masibalavu

Good Morning Elizabeth

Fair enough

You have been pointed in the right direction by Steve.

I do not wish to discuss the factors surrounding Mr Masibalavu's passing with you.

If you need anything, please contact my direct supervisor, Mr John Kelly.

Thank you & have a nice day

Michael Marsik
American Samoa Observer Program
Office 684.633.3971 - Mobile 684.256.9339
www.fpir.noaa.gov/OBS/obs_american_samoa.html

On Thu, Oct 20, 2016 at 6:51 AM, Liz Mitchell <emitch@efn.org> wrote:

Good morning Michael and all,

I am sorry to say this but I try hard to not reveal my sources because information is sometimes really
difficult to come by. But that being said, how would knowing that information help? Heart attack has
been the only story I heard from officials. What I understand is that Fijian officials are not being
cooperative with US officials in releasing the necessary documentation, so it could be that the people I
spoke with at NOAA are accepting the version from Fijian officials. I think what will reveal more about
the situation is seeing the autopsy, any toxicology reports conducted, phone logs from the captain
regarding Usaia, data reports from Usaia, especially if he reported a knee injury, as well as a demand
for knowing the medication, if any, that was administered by vessel personnel to Usaia (for pain? for the
knee injury?). A toxicology study would also reveal what sort of medication he was taking. As I
understand, being a US-flagged vessel, the US has jurisdiction over this case, not Fiji, despite the
observer being Fijian. I’m trying to get to the bottom of this, like you. I’m sorry - I don’t mean to be
unhelpful or combative. Do any of you have access to those report and may I see them?

Thanks,

Liz Mitchell

Date:                 Thu Oct 20 2016 08:46:44 HST
Attachments:

Bcc:

Document ID: 0.7.289.5169



On Oct 20, 2016, at 9:38 AM, Michael Marsik - NOAA Federal <michael.marsik@noaa.gov> wrote:

Good Morning Elizabeth

On the heart attack question:

Could you please let us know which various NOAA officials were aware of a heart attack with Mr
Masibalavu? That would help us as well. We would like to pool together all of the persons with
knowledge of this, to provide a clearer understanding of the incident.

Thank you

Michael Marsik
American Samoa Observer Program
Office 684.633.3971 - Mobile 684.256.9339
www.fpir.noaa.gov/OBS/obs_-american_samoa.html

On Thu, Oct 20, 2016 at 4:58 AM, Liz Mitchell <emitch@efn.org> wrote:

Hi Stephen and Michael,

I’m from the Association for Professional Observers. I’ve known Joe and John for many years, so
wanted to introduce myself to you both. APO advocates for observer safety, among other things.

I have received news of the death of a Fijian observer, Usaia Masibalavu, who died while working as an
observer on the US purse seine vessel. I received the death certificate which indicates bleeding of the
lungs as the cause of death. However, various Fijian and NOAA officials are reporting that he died of a
heart attack. I have talked with three different US physicians who all agree that this death certificate
does not imply a heart attack as the cause of death. It says that the cause of death was bleeding of the
lungs (diffuse alveolar hemorrhage and pulmonary edema). One physician stated that a heart attack
would not cause this condition. Can any of you possibly explain this discrepancy in the cause of death?

Also, I heard that he was found at the bottom of some stairs three days after his death. This is
suspicious to me. I would think if an observer didn’t show up at their station, an onboard investigation
would ensue immediately I was wondering if it is possible for me to see the autopsy report. Were any
forensic toxicology studies done?

Yet another version of his death emerges: Usaia reported in his standard data report on Wednesday,
May 18, that he sustained a knee injury.  On Friday, May 20, the captain called in (to who?) to report
that Usaia had complained that day of dizziness and blurry vision and that they were going in. But then
the next day he died before they reached the dock.

I have several questions:

1. What sort of autopsy was performed?
2. Did they do the necessary toxicology screenings?
3. Did the captain administer medication to Usaia for his knee or other injury?
4. Did the autopsy indicate a knee injury and confirm time of injury?
5. Was there a heart attack?
6. Is there an investigation into the cause of death?



7. What information has been provided to his wife?

Thanks very much for any information you can provide.

Elizabeth Mitchell
Association for Professional Observers
PO Box 933
Eugene, Oregon 97440
Tel: 541-344-5503
Tel: 541-515-3716
E-mail: emitch@efn.org
APO E-mail: apo@apo-observers.org
Web: www.apo-observers.org



Apenisa Sauturaga


From: Apenisa Sauturaga


Sent: Saturday, April 9, 2016 2:44 PM


To: Michael Marsik - NOAA Federal


Cc: Ambrose Orianiha'a; Fredrick Austin Anii; Steve Kostelnik; Lyndsay Mundri; Alitia


Bainivalu; timoci tavusa; John Kelly - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: ITINERARY NEEDED! This Morning


Thanks and much appreciated


Apenisa


On Sun, Apr 10, 2016 at 12:19 PM, Michael Marsik - NOAA Federal <michael.marsik@noaa.gov> wrote:


His new vessel was happy to receive him.


Michael Marsik


American Samoa Observer Program


Office 684.633.3971 - Mobile 684.256.9339


www.fpir.noaa.gov/OBS/obs_american_samoa.html


On Sat, Apr 9, 2016 at 1:16 PM, Apenisa Sauturag  wrote:


Thanks Michael for the arrangement of Usaia


Vinaka


Apenisa


On Sun, Apr 10, 2016 at 9:25 AM, Ambrose Orianiha'a <ambrose.orianihaa@ffa.int> wrote:


Hi Mike.


Thanks for this update.


Yes, it was a mistake on our part as he ( Usaia ) was initially assigned for a trip out from Kiritimati but


things did not term out as expected.


Fine with your arrangement for now but will use him for only a trip and move him from Pago.


Regards,


Ambrose


On Sun, Apr 10, 2016 at 4:55 AM, Michael Marsik - NOAA Federal <michael.marsik@noaa.gov> wrote:


Fredrick & Ambrose


Please be advised that Usaia arrived yesterday.


When he was being delivered to the vessel, he noted that he was assigned to the same vessel which he


was instrumental on establishing charges of shark finning, which he did observe in 2009. I then spent


over half a day trying to work the logistics of swapping him out. This is a situation where the observer


must be switched.


(b) (6)

mailto:michael.marsik@noaa.gov
tel:684.633.3971
tel:684.256.9339
http://www.fpir.noaa.gov/OBS/obs_american_samoa.html
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over half a day trying to work the logistics of swapping him out. This is a situation where the observer


must be switched.


I do not have access to the information regarding previous trips' (& observers) enforcement activity.


This should be discussed on a National Program level, at least within the FFA. I find it strange that you


will hesitate- double and triple thinking your decision- and most of the time will not put female


observers on vessels when they are available to work, but will throw an observer to the wolves without


considering that you are assigning him to a potentially hostile working environment.


In addition, I do not feel comfortable telling the other vessel we need to do a second placement so we


can put a guy that reported another vessel on yours because it might not be safe for him over there. I


made up a lie and told the captain that you (FFA) messed up the logistics. I don't think he bought it.


Usaia has been re-assigned to the WESTERN PACIFIC


 has been re-assigned to the KOORALE


Michael Marsik


American Samoa Observer Program


Office 684.633.3971 - Mobile 684.256.9339


www.fpir.noaa.gov/OBS/obs_american_samoa.html


On Wed, Apr 6, 2016 at 11:47 AM, Fredrick Austin Anii <fredrick.anii@ffa.int> wrote:


Michael


noted


Sue


please advise on flight itinerary for pax Usaia


thanks


On 7 April 2016 at 05:03, Michael Marsik - NOAA Federal <michael.marsik@noaa.gov> wrote:


I can't do anything without a copy of Masibalavu's itinerary.


Michael Marsik


American Samoa Observer Program


Office 684.633.3971 - Mobile 684.256.9339


www.fpir.noaa.gov/OBS/obs_american_samoa.html


On Tue, Apr 5, 2016 at 6:20 PM, Fredrick Austin Anii <fredrick.anii@ffa.int> wrote:


Michael


see attached permit request for observer Usaia in replacement fo i


thanks


On 6 April 2016 at 15:41, Fredrick Austin Anii <fredrick.anii@ffa.int> wrote:


Mike


will sent you entry request for observer Usaia in replacement f i please cancel all


processing for him
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rgds


On 6 April 2016 at 09:19, Ambrose Orianiha'a <ambrose.orianihaa@ffa.int> wrote:


Hi Steve and Mike.


Please see attached permit application for observer M i for FV Koorale ( trip ID


.


Regards.


Ambrose


--

Fredrick Anii


Observer placement coordinator ( OPC )


Observer program


phone:677 21124 ext 220


cell phone:677 7449836


--

Fredrick Anii


Observer placement coordinator ( OPC )


Observer program


phone:677 21124 ext 220


cell phone:677 7449836


--

Fredrick Anii


Observer placement coordinator ( OPC )


Observer program


phone:677 21124 ext 220


cell phone:677 7449836
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